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In recent years, higher education has been further developed in China, 
Independent College has been broadened the scale of running a school. But there are 
also some new circumstances and problems while developing. The unity and 
coordination of administrative relationship has been the most important factor for 
managers to solve, while making the internal information management of Independent 
college public. In traditional office pattern, the office professional work is chiefly 
completed by means of paper, and certainly bring that the work efficiency lets drop 
and the resources waste. Based on the above-mentioned issue, this paper designs the 
Office Automation System of Independent College. The Office Automation System of 
Independent College can combine modern office and computer network. This mainly 
focuses on solving tedious and delayed problems which are causing by handwork. As 
a result, office staff can liberate from complicated affairs and they can concentrate on 
exploring the developing of Independent College which brings a new level of college 
management.   
Based on the problems during the daily office work in the Independent College, 
this paper focuses on ASP technology and B/S structure. Then designs and achieves 
the Office Automation System of Independent College. The main contents and results 
are as follows. 
1. This paper designs and achieves the Office Automation System of Independent 
College. It solves the problems of the low efficiency of the traditional manner of the 
office work and miscommunication between the clerks. It covers six functional 
modules with dealing with personal affairs, disposing document, file management, 
administrative management, and comprehensive information service and system 
management. 
2. The Office Automation System of Independent College made the inquiry 















did system integration testing on six functional modules with dealing with personal 
affairs, disposing document, file management, administrative management, and 
comprehensive information service and system management. 
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